Commode Chair Kelly
Optimal Cleaning
and Safe to Use

Safe and Userfriendly
One of the unique characteristics of
the Kelly Commode Chair is its central
brake system. This prevents situations
in which one or more of the wheels
remain unlocked, which could create
a serious fall hazard for the patient
when getting in and out of the chair.
Incident reporting shows that unlocked
brakes are a major cause for fall
accidents with Commode chairs. The
central brake system ensures that the
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healthcare professional locks all wheels
simultaneously. It also creates a more
user-friendly work environment, as the
caregiver does not have to lock each
wheel individually.

Hygiene
The Commode chair is constructed
entirely out of stainless steel – without
coating but, naturally, with special
surface treatment. Our design has
curved tubes only, which creates an
optimal cleaning process.

Durability
Our Kelly Commode chair is also characterized by its sustainable nature. The carefully
selected materials ensure the frame’s durability. We specifically designed the PUR
elements (seating, backrest) to be detachable components, which allows for easy
replacement after two or three years. It prevents hospitals from having to buy new
chairs continuously, by simply offering replacement seats and backrests, which keeps
maintenance costs low.

Development
The new Kelly Commode Chair has been developed in close cooperation with
patients, healthcare professionals and infection-prevention specialists. The
Commode chair is easy to clean, offers optimal safety to the patient and a creates a
user-friendly work environment for the healthcare professional.

Accessories

Lid holder

Footrests

Seating

Commode Roll Holder

Measurements
Material

Stainless Steel

Seat height

50.5cm

Max. load

150kg

Foldable armrests
Detachable seating

Item Numbers
18.035.01

Commode Chair Kelly Standard

18.035.02

Commode Chair Kelly XL

“The Commode
chair is easy to
use and perfectly
meets health &
safety standards.”
Floor C7, Haaglanden Medisch Centrum
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Improving Healthcare
We believe in a better healthcare. TechniCare
has the mission to improve the healthcare sector
by technical innovation. We deliver high quality
products, developed in association with the
healthcare sector. We are a Dutch company with our
own developing and producing facilities. Please find
more information at www.technicare.nl

Nikkelstraat 24
2984 AM Ridderkerk
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)180 499 276
info@technicare.nl

www.technicare.nl

